Industrial Symbiosis Programme

Highlights 2014 – 2019

www.ncpc.co.za

The National Cleaner
Production Centre South
Africa (NCPC-SA) is a national
programme of government
that drives the transition of South
African industry towards a low
carbon economy through
resource efficient and cleaner
production (RECP).

Vision
The NCPC-SA’s vision
is to be South Africa’s
centre of excellence in
resource efficient and
cleaner production.

Through projects
and services, the NCPCSA assists industry to lower
production costs and their
environmental impact through
reduced GHG emissions,
energy, water and materials
usage, and improved waste
management by the
industrial sectors.

Overview
Assisting industries to produce in a resource efficient and more
environmentally sustainable manner is the over-arching objective
of the National Cleaner Production Centre South Africa (NCPC-SA).
The methodologies of the ever-evolving field of resource efficient
and cleaner production - or RECP - consider the long-term benefits
of improved production for the company, the community and the
environment.
Achieving industrial development whilst minimising the
effects on the environment and ensuring a positive impact
on communities requires planning and commitment by
government and industry. The South African Industrial
Symbiosis Programme, led nationally by the NCPC-SA
and adopted in at least four provinces now, is an excellent
example of regional and national governments
partnering
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Applying Industrial Symbiosis (IS) in companies means
creating industry that recovers and redirects resources for
reuse. This results in resources remaining in productive
use in the economy for longer, which in turn creates
green business opportunities, reduces demands on
natural resources, and provides a stepping-stone towards
creating a circular economy. The use of unwanted (waste)
material by another company as a resource also means
that the landfill airspace and lifespan will also be improved
thereby reducing the costs of managing the landfill by the
municipalities.
The NCPC-SA is proud of the progress made towards the
adoption of industrial symbiosis in South Africa, but we
believe a lot more can be done which will benefit both
large and small businesses. We would like to thank our
provincial partners in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Western
Cape, Mpumalanga and Limpopo, through whom the IS
programme is gaining traction and impact in South Africa.
Victor Manavhela
Senior Manager:
Industrial Symbiosis, NCPC-SA
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IS Programme highlights 2014 - 2019
Vision coupled with consistent action is at the core of the
National Cleaner Production Centre South Africa’s Industrial
Symbiosis (IS) Programme currently implemented in
Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and recently established in
Mpumalanga and Lim.
The IS Programme, a free facilitation service, promotes the
exchange of residual resources (material, energy, water,
waste, assets, logistics, expertise etc.) of one company with
another company who can make use of it.
“The IS Programme has had many successes over the last
five years. These successes are built on lessons learnt at the
inception stage of the project. With a solid foundation, a
clear vision and mandate, to support industry through
resource efficient and cleaner production, we look forward
to entrenching the IS Programme in South African industry
and to support the growth of our economy,” says Henry
Nuwarinda, NCPC-SA Project Manager.

Findings are: GISP has generated a total
economic value of R94.8 million between
April 2015 and March 2018; based on: landfill
airspace savings, the value of recovered
resources, and avoided externalities.
Based on the tonnages diverted in 2017/18
alone, the economic impact has been
estimated at R89.5 million per annum.

80

Cost savings
Through landfill diversion

Businesses
assisted

Through airspace savings

GHG emissions savings
836 315 tonnes CO2e

R 4 038 671
Economic value
generated

R416m

(April 2015 – March 2019)

Jobs created
part time /
permanent
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R 253 743 861
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The NCPC-SA conducted an exercise to
assess the economic benefits of diverting
waste from landfill through the Gauteng
Industrial Symbiosis Programme (GISP) and the
associated contribution to the South African
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Industrial water saved

862 795m3
Waste diverted

124 023 tonnes
Virgin resources
use reduction
114 023 tonnes

2014 – 2015
• In 2014 the NCPC-SA piloted industrial symbiosis as a special
project and invested in the SYNERGie software management
platform to facilitate and capture the progress of synergies
at match-making workshops.
• A national scoping study was completed and
recommendations included the development of a National
Industrial Symbiosis Strategy and business plan.
• A stakeholder workshop saw the establishment of the
National IS Programme with a NISP steering committee.
• The Gauteng Industrial Symbiosis Programme was adopted
as a fully-fledged programme of the NCPC-SA.

• In Gauteng two business opportunity workshops were held.
A total of 90 companies were represented and 834 potential
synergies identified. Four of the participating companies
registered a potential 64 000 tonnes of waste diversion
captured, with R94. 8 million private savings, R37 million
cost savings and 1 440 MWh energy savings.
• The KwaZulu-Natal Industrial Symbiosis Programme
was established, in partnership with the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs and Trade and Investment KZN. An
inaugural workshop identified 166 potential resources for
exchange, creating 319 potential synergy matches.

2015 – 2016

2016 – 2017

2018 – 2019

• The programmes
database grew to
2 558 resources
registered from 243
companies, primarily
in Gauteng (1717) and
KwaZulu-Natal (65).

• 27 IS Programme completed synergies
resulting in 6000 tonnes of waste diverted
from landfill.
• 283 companies registered on the SYNERGie
Management system.

• 7 completed synergies
in Gauteng.

2017 – 2018

• IS Programme in KZN
boosted by a significant
investment by the provincial
government.
• Launch of the Mpumalanga
Industrial Symbiosis
Programme.
• Feasibility study for
a Limpopo Industrial
Symbiosis Programme.
• Limpopo ISP launched in
2019

• The Industrial Symbiosis Programme is a driver
in the implementation of the Eco-Industrial
Parks Project, funded by the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization.
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Introduction to industrial
symbiosis
Industrial Symbiosis (IS) is a resource efficient approach, where unused
or residual resources (material, energy, water, waste, assets and
logistics) of one company are used by another.

?

What is IS?

How it works?

It is a free facilitation service that uses
internationally proven industrial symbiosis
approach to enhance business profitability
and sustainability.

IS
increases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Profit
Sales
New business
Jobs
Utilisation of assets
Innovation
Inward investment
Learning
Knowledge transfer

IS Programme uses a unique facilitation approach
to rapidly match member companies’ underutilised
resources with those who can utilise them.
The programme actively supports its members to
realise business opportunities or “synergies”.

IS decreases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CO2 emissions
Landfill costs
Use of virgin resources
Industrial water usage
Hazardous waste
Pollution
Transport

Case Study - Gauteng
Year of Intervention: 2018
Waste Stream:

Over the last five years
the Gauteng Industrial
Symbiosis programme
has delivered a
number of case studies
with support from

Coal Ash

SAVINGS
Company with

Company that needs

Waste Material

Waste Material

Isowall Southern Africa

Crystal Concrete Works

Summary of intervention
Isowall Group operates two coal fired boilers, which in turn produce
bottom ash waste. In keeping with the Isowall ISO 14001 standard
requirements the company put in place better management of waste
by diverting the waste from the landfill to Crystal Concrete Works. The
latter uses the waste as raw material to make bricks.
Following advice received from the ISP team, Crystal Concrete
Works’ owner Khoza ensures that the storage of ash at his site is not
contaminating the environment in anyway, as
it is stored in an enclosed concrete area.

Monetary savings ZAR
(Want company):

R117 000

Jobs Created

3 jobs

Waste diverted from
landfill: 408

tonnes

Interesting fact:

No investment
GHG Emissions Reduction

167 000 tCO2e

Industrial Energy (Kwh)
Saved

88,818 kWh
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Case Study - Gauteng
Year of Intervention: 2017-2019
Waste Stream:

Food waste

SAVINGS
Company with Waste Material

Adamsons Furniture

Company that needs
Waste Material

Earth Probiotic Recycling
Solutions

Summary of intervention
Earth Probiotic Recycling Solutions (Pty) Ltd is a food waste recycling
company which was founded in 2008, situated within the Lifestyle
Business Park in Randpark Ridge. The company provides a 100%
solution for compost food waste. When dumped, at landfill, food
waste emits 3335 kg/tonne CO2e gases, pollutes water sources,
attracts vermin and flies, and emits noxious odours.
Earth Probiotic Recycling Solutions requires saw dust as a major
component for their Bokashi Bran manufacturing. This type of saw
dust is heavily dependent on furniture manufacturer’s timber type,
the trimming process is also vital as it determines its
quality for both processing into Bokashi and effective
food waste composting.
The synergy between Earth Probiotic
and Adamsons Furniture Manufacture is
productive for both parties because the
furniture company uses solid timbers to
manufacture their product and this results in
a considerable amount of saw dust as waste.
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GHG Emissions Reduction

50 tCO2e

Waste diverted from
landfill: 180

tonnes

Jobs Created

2 temporary jobs

Case Study - Gauteng
Year of Intervention: 2016
Waste Stream:

Year of Intervention:

2016 – 2018
SAVINGS

Plastic (pp HD & LD)

Monetary savings ZAR
(Have company):

R12 170
Company with

Company that needs

Waste Material

Waste Material

Sidingulwazi Holdings
Cooperative

K1 Recycling % Waste
Management Solutions

Monetary savings ZAR
(Want company):

R2 004

Jobs Created

Summary of intervention
K1 Recycling and Waste Management is a plastic collection (buy-back centre)
company based in Katlehong, a sprawling township east of Johannesburg.
It is fast becoming one of the most successful township-based waste
management and recycling companies in the region. Established in 2011 by
husband and wife, Tshepo and Thando Mazibuko, the company was created
with the intention of contributing to the national economy as a whole.
According to the founders, the company is firmly committed to community
development. The company teaches the community about the importance of
waste collection and separation for a healthy environment, and additionally
helps the community to use this as an opportunity to generate income for
themselves. The community members collect plastic
recyclables from bins and dump sites and sell them to
K1 Recycling at an agreed cost per kilogram.
Through industrial symbiosis methodology and
workshop engagement, Sidingulwazi Holdings
Cooperative was linked up with K1 Recycling and Waste
Management who now takes away their plastic
waste, washes it and process it into plastic pellets.
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4 jobs created
Waste diverted from
landfill: 480

tonnes

GHG Emissions Reduction

539 tCO2e

Interesting fact:

47.37% Profitability

Industrial Water Saved

3927 m3

Case Study - Gauteng
Year of Intervention: 2016
Waste Stream:

Paper

SAVINGS
Company with Waste Material

Lancet Laboratories

Company that needs
Waste Material

Skipwaste

Summary of intervention
Lancet Laboratories is one of the leading pathology laboratories,
providing vital diagnostic and monitoring pathology services. The
company processes up to 1.8 million tests per month and offers an
extensive range of pathology services, from sophisticated molecular
and cytogenetic investigations to advanced chemical analyses. Lancet
produces paper in its operations through printing and packaging.
Up until 2012, paper waste was initially given to a private waste
collector/recycler periodically, Lancet had limited control over the
company and hardly got any feedback on how much was recycled
and what wasn’t recycled.
After 2012 SKIPWASTE, a company that provides integrated waste
management on a national scale for all South African cities, suburban
and industrial waste streams, with a reduce, re-use and recycle
philosophy, took and recycled Lancet’s paper waste. Lancet incurs
transportation costs and landfill fees.
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It is important to divert paper waste from landfill as the additional
hazard of toxic inks, dyes and polymers could be potentially
carcinogenic (toxic) when incinerated, or comingled with
groundwater via traditional burial methods such as modern landfills.

Monetary savings ZAR
(Want company):

R117 000

Virgin resources reduction

200 tonnes

GHG Emissions Reduction

516 tCO2e

Waste diverted from
landfill: 200

tonnes

Interesting fact:

No investment
Industrial Water Saved

12 600 m3

Case Study - Gauteng

Year of Intervention:

2017
SAVINGS

Company with

Company that needs

Waste Material

Waste Material

Value Logistics

Reclite

Monetary savings ZAR
(Want company):

R1 500

Jobs Created

Summary of intervention
The dumping of old, worn out fluorescent tubes into the normal
waste system is illegal. The mercury from 1 single fluorescent tube
is enough to pollute 30,000 litres of water beyond the safe drinking
standard in South Africa. Fluorescent lamps, which contain highly
toxic mercury, is classified as hazardous waste and poses a large
threat to the environment if not handled & disposed of correctly.
Value Logistics had started a lights retrofit project as recommended
by an RECP assessment completed at their various depots, fluorescent
tubes were replaced by LED lighting. The previous fluorescent lighting
system consumed 123 053 KWh per year, as a result, fluorescent
tubes started accumulating which could not be sent to landfill as a
result of their hazardous nature and coupled
with a disposal cost, a recycling solution was
required.
Reclite started to collect the tubes for
recycling and the amount of the tubes were
then recycled through the separation of the
different components making up the tube.

1 temporary job

Waste diverted from
landfill: 237.5

kg

Intervention implemented:

Recycling

GHG Emissions Reduction

6 993 kg

Industrial Energy (Kwh)
Saved

52 840

Industrial Water Saved

6 000 m3
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Implementing industrial symbiosis
1.

2.

Business Opportunity
Workshop (Identify
Companies)

3.

Identify a contact person
in a company

Case study write-up to
collect data on waste
diversion, additional
revenue, private
investment, GHG
savings, job creation,
cost savings etc.

12.

The NCPC-SA, is the custodian of the Gauteng,
KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and Limpopo
Industrial Symbiosis Programmes (GISP, KISP, MISP
and LISP) respectively.

Follow up on a
synergy to maintain
relationship and
continuity

11.
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Synergy
sign-off

10.

Record the
synergy on
database

9.

Connecting industries a
 nd creating opportunity

Company Visit

4.

Discuss waste
streams

5.

IS
Programmes
Register stream
on database

6.

Gauteng IS Programme
KwaZulu-Natal IS
Programme
Mpumalanga IS
Programme
Finding match
for the stream
to create a
synergy

Waste exchange
takes place / waste
moving

8.

Facilitate interaction
between company
matches

7.

Limpopo IS Programme

Western Cape Industrial
Symbiosis Programme
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Case Study - Gauteng
Year of Intervention: 2016
Waste Stream:

Construction & demolition waste
SAVINGS

Company with Waste Material

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality – Simmer
and Jack Landfill Site

Company that needs
Waste Material

Eco-Match (Pty) Ltd

GHG Emissions Reduction

8 482 (ton CO2)

Waste diverted from landfill:

20 000 tonnes
Summary of intervention
The Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality partnered with Eco-Match
(Pty) Ltd to recycle the construction and demolition waste from
the Simmer and Jack Landfill Site in Germiston, after the Gauteng
Industrial Symbiosis Workshops.
Simmer and Jack Landfill Site falls under the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality. The waste recycled by Eco-Match is converted into fill
material, road application and concrete stone.
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Jobs Created

3 temporary
3 permanent
Landfill space:

10 000m3

Case Study - Gauteng

Year of Intervention:

2016 – 2018
SAVINGS

Company with

Company that needs

Waste Material

Waste Material

Zamusi Projects

Sidingulwazi Holdings

Summary of intervention
Sidingulwazi is a cooperative that contributes to job creation, food
security, recycling, reducing pollution and community rejuvenation.
The partnership between Sidingulwazi and Zamusi Projects has
expanded the cooperatives impact to include making chairs from
steel drum waste. The products are currently sold at conferences and
in some instances used as furniture for the various exhibition stands
at events.

Monetary savings ZAR
(Want company):

R172 800

Jobs Created

3 permanent jobs
3 temporary jobs
Waste diverted from
landfill: 2

tonnes

Intervention implemented:

Recycling

GHG Emissions Reduction

32 tonnes
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Case Study - KwaZulu-Natal

Year of Intervention:

2017

SAVINGS
Company with

Company that needs

Waste Material

Waste Material

Afripack

ZuluGal Retro

Waste diverted from
landfill: 480

kg

Intervention implemented:

Summary of intervention

Recycling

The award winning ZuluGal Retro is a Durban based social enterprise
producing recycled and up-cycled wallets and other fashion
accessories made by differently abled individuals and their caregivers
from chip packet waste.

GHG Emissions Reduction

The synergy between Afripak and ZuluGal Retro has opened up
opportunities for ZuluGal to distribute their product globally because
they now have a reliable source of waste and are able to produce
their product in bulk.
ZuluGal was also recognised in the 2018 Eco-Logic Recycling and
Waste Management Silver Award. The awards recognises individuals,
organisations, products and services that positively contribute
towards an environmentally sustainable world for us to live in.
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4.98 tonnes

Industrial Water Saved

89.86 m3

KZN Industrial Symbiosis
Programme highlights
The success of the KwaZulu-Natal Industrial Symbiosis Programme (KISP) has led to a R2 million
investment from the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs (edtea) in 2018.
The funding will support the development of Industrial
Symbiosis (IS) platform in KwaZulu-Natal which will provide
industry access to a mechanism where waste or surplus
resources can be re-used by other industries as an input
resource to their processes, thereby diverting the waste
or surplus resources from traditional disposal mechanisms

such as landfill, water treatment works or the atmosphere.
The programme was formed in 2014 and is jointly delivered
by the NCPC-SA, Trade and Investment KwaZulu-Natal and
the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development,
Tourism and Environmental Affairs (edtea).

Past KISP match making workshops testimonials

It’s an interesting programme as
one learns of new and possible waste
recycling/reuse ways in which help
manage waste.

“It is a very good initiative especially
for SMME’s and people who have an
interest in Environmental Management.
Vuyiswa Ndlela of

Ndabayakhe Ndebele of

PRASA

Simunye Mthonjaneni Poultry

edtea

Department:
Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs
PROVINCE OF KWAZULU-NATAL
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New and future plans
The new addition:

Mpumalanga ISP
The NCPC-SA’s aim to expand the reach of industrial symbiosis
nationally took another important step in 2018 when the
Centre finalised an agreement with Mpumalanga Department
of Economic Development and Tourism to roll out an industrial
symbiosis programme in the province. The Mpumalanga Industrial
Symbiosis Programme (MISP) was launched in Emalahleni on 14
August 2018.
Through the MISP, the NCPC-SA aims to set up a databases of organisations and resources in the province and present IS
workshops to identify opportunities and capacitate local officials and business owners. The goal for the first year of MISP is
to facilitate the completion of ten synergies by mid-2019.

The new addition:

Limpopo ISP
In April 2019 the NCPC-SA launched the Limpopo Industrial Symbiosis Programme. The first year of the programme
focused on driving awareness among provincial government and industry stakeholders; capacity building to ensure
implementation. The programme aims to drive the transition of industry to a low carbon economy by identifying enterprise
opportunities for SMEs.
In 2019 the programme delivered two business opportunity workshops Lephalale and Polokwane, with 185 participants,
667 unique resources identified and 473 potential synergies from both workshops.
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Thank you to
our partners

edtea

Department:
Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs
PROVINCE OF KWAZULU-NATAL

Watch the IS
videos as part of
the RECP toolkit
on the NCPC-SA
website

National Cleaner Production Centre South Africa
Pretoria:

+27 12 841 3772

E-mail: ncpc@csir.co.za

Cape Town:

+27 21 658 2776

Twitter: @NCPC_SA

Durban:

+27 31 242 2441

Facebook: CSIR: NCPC

Website: www.ncpc.co.za

